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3041 The dark Dragon Soul 

“What’s that?” 

Huang Feihu and the others were all confused. They looked at Chen Xiaobei’s finger. 

There was nothing special about the spatial ring and the myriad Beast Ring, and these ancient Immortals 

could tell at a glance. 

However, the ancient Immortals could not see the mystery of the black and white ring, which looked like 

a spiritual snake. 

After all, they were only mortals now, so it wasn’t strange that they couldn’t tell. 

Even Chen Xiaobei was listening intently, trying to figure out the history behind the ring. 

if I remember correctly … That black and white ring should be the Ying clan’s yin Yang life and death 

Ring! 

Chong Heihu seemed to have seen this ring before. His expression became extremely complicated. He 

was shocked, astonished, and even fearful! 

“The Yin Yang life and death Ring?” Chen Xiaobei’s expression changed slightly, but he was not surprised 

by the name of the ring. 

“What? That … That’s the Yin Yang life and death Ring!” However, Huang Feihu and the others started to 

scream. 

In the past, they were the high gods of the celestial heavens, but now, they looked as if they had seen a 

ghost. Their pupils contracted uncontrollably, and their bodies trembled. 

Chen Xiaobei’s curiosity was piqued by what he saw. 

It was obvious that this ring was not as simple as a three-star heaven immortal artifact! 

“Brother! You’re not mistaken, are you?” 

Huang Feihu swallowed and said in shock, ” “I’ve only heard of this ring, but I’ve never seen it before … 

I’m afraid that not many people in the entire heaven realm have seen it!” 

“You’re right! It’s true that not many people have seen it, but I’m an exception!” 

Chong Heihu said in a deep voice, ” back then, the black demon Dragon wreaked havoc in the four Seas. 

He devoured thousands of flood Dragons and massacred countless members of the water Tribe. It was a 

heinous sin! 

“Pagoda-bearing Heavenly King Li Jing and Erlang immortal master Yang Jian led 80000 celestial soldiers 

and celestial generals and fought hard for months before they finally captured the black demon Dragon! 
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Your Majesty, Jade Emperor, personally interrogate this evildoer and send him to the immortal 

executioner stage to be executed!” 

“But by chance, one of this monster’s three spiritual and seven physical souls didn’t die! His Majesty the 

Jade Emperor had originally intended to send troops to pursue and kill them, but mother Nuwa came 

forward to intercede!” 

as the Supreme Saint of the demonic race, mother Nuwa knew that the black demon Dragon’s 

cultivation was not easy and couldn’t bear to kill him. Thus, she personally created this Yin Yang life and 

death Ring to seal the Dragon Soul of the black demon Dragon! 

“At that time, Empress Nuwa had sent her disciple to handle this matter. I happened to know this 

person and saw the Yin Yang life and death Ring in his hands once!” 

It was obvious that keeping the black demon dragon’s soul was more or less against the heavenly rules. 

In order to protect mother Nuwa’s reputation, this matter had never been made public. 

It was because of this that ordinary Immortals would not recognize this ring. 

However, Chong Heihu had acquaintances who had seen the Yin Yang life and death Ring with their own 

eyes. He even knew what had happened back then. Therefore, he would not be mistaken! 

Hearing this, Huang Feihu and the others all gasped and became nervous. if … If this is really the Yin 

Yang life and death Ring … Doesn’t that mean that the seal suppressing the dark Dragon Soul has already 

been removed? ” 

“Yes, I am!” 

Chong Heihu nodded and said solemnly, ” “The Yin Yang life and death Ring is divided into the yin ring 

and the Yang ring! The yin ring absorbs life force, which is the core of the sealing formation.” 

other than sealing it, this formation will also continuously absorb the life force of the dark Dragon Soul 

to prevent the Dragon Soul from cultivating into a demon and continuing to wreak havoc in the Three 

Realms. 

“The life force released by the Yang ring is the core of another life array! Its function is to release the life 

force of the Dragon Soul to nourish the living beings on the earth. It can also be considered as an act of 

forgiveness for the blackfiend Dragon.” 

however, after a few thousand years, the Yang ring’s life array was damaged, and the life force released 

could only nourish a very small area … 

the yin ring is continuously absorbing life force but can’t release it, causing the yin ring’s special ability to 

become stronger and stronger. Not only does it absorb the life force of the dragon’s soul, but it also 

absorbs the surrounding mountains and turns them into a barren land! 

“Gradually, no one dared to step into it! And this Black Mountain land naturally became one of the 

seven Forbidden Lands in the earth immortal world!” 

later on, some people said that they saw the figure of a giant Dark Dragon on the Montenegro. They 

believed that a dead giant Dark Dragon was buried under the dead land of the Black Mountain! 



“That’s how the name of the Obsidian Dragon tomb came about!” Chong Heihu explained everything in 

detail. It was obvious that he had some understanding of the entire matter. 

Huang Feihu became even more nervous and worried. “Once the seal is broken, the dark Dragon Soul 

will regain its freedom! Wouldn’t it be dangerous for us to stay?” 

“No need to worry!” 

Chong Heihu said indifferently, ” the seal has just been broken. The life force of the darkness Dragon 

Soul has just begun to recover. This is its weakest moment! We can think of a way to subdue it!” 

As soon as he said that, Huang Feihu and the others ‘eyes lit up. Their nervousness was swept away and 

replaced with infinite ecstasy! 

Wen pin said excitedly,”the black demon Dragon is extremely powerful. It was already at the quasi-Sage 

level when it was alive!” Even if there was only one dragon Soul left, it would definitely contain infinite 

power! If we can subdue it while it’s weak, it’ll definitely be of great help to us in the future!” 

“Well said!” 

master! Huang Feihu was also very excited. if we give this Dragon Soul to ‘master’, he might be able to 

restore the black demon Dragon’s three souls and seven spirits. It will be reborn, and the clan of 

enlightenment will be like a tiger with wings! 

“That’s right!” 

yes! Chong Heihu nodded. we’ll take care of Chen Zhufeng first, then the dark Dragon Soul. That way, 

we’ll be able to make two great contributions. By then, I’m afraid that the heavenly Lord Yuanshi will 

personally reward us! 

When everyone heard this, they all smiled. Just thinking about it was already very good. 

“You guys … Who do you want to subdue …” 

However, at this moment, an ancient and desolate voice came from underground. 

The voice was hoarse, slow, and weak, but every word exuded a terrifying pressure! 

“Not good!” 

Chong Heihu and the rest felt as if they had been struck by lightning. Their eyes widened in shock and 

they broke out in cold sweat, ” the dark Dragon Soul has awakened so quickly! 

“This is bad!” Chen Xiaobei was so engrossed in the story that he did not notice what was going on 

underground! 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, black smoke gushed out of the ground and the mountain walls like a river! 

The black smoke was more dense than the smoke of a Beacon, more evil than demonic Qi, and fiercer 

than demonic Qi! 



“Quickly run! The power of the dark Dragon Soul had not just recovered! It had probably been 

accumulated for tens of thousands of years! It’ll be too late if you don’t run!” 

Chong Heihu let out a hysterical shriek and had no intention to fight, ” “Everyone, split up and run! Every 

one of them who can escape is one!” 

To be able to scare a peak earth immortal to this extent, the horror of the dark Dragon Soul was self-

evident! 

“You want to run? Stop dreaming …” 

In the black smoke, the dark Dragon soul’s cold voice was like a death sentence, unquestionable! 
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 “Woof! Buzzzzzz! Whoosh!” 

Chong Heihu retreated rapidly while Huang Feihu flew up rapidly. Wen pin and the other two men and 

three horses retreated in another direction. 

Without a doubt, they could no longer gather any fighting spirit in their hearts. They did not even dare 

to escape together for fear of being caught by the dark Dragon Soul. 

However, even if they split up and ran, they still couldn’t escape from the dark Dragon soul’s demonic 

claws. 

“Woof! Bang!” 

In the black smoke, a Dark Dragon Shadow charged at Chong Heihu with a speed that could absolutely 

crush a peak earth immortal realm warrior! 

Among the five Mountain Gods, Chong Heihu was the most experienced and had the most experience. 

He was also the strongest! 

However, with a loud bang, Chong Heihu was hit in the back by the shadow of the dark Dragon! 

The body of a peak earth-god exploded like tofu, turning into a pile of mush! 

“Uh …” 

Chong Heihu’s nascent soul flew out from the corpse. 

The outer outline of the nascent soul was faintly visible. 

Chong Heihu’s dharma body and nascent soul were both severely injured and could be destroyed at any 

moment. 

Fortunately, Chong Heihu’s corpse fell in the direction of the dark elegant horse’s escape. 

The severely injured nascent soul immediately hid beside the dark elegant horse. Otherwise, the dark 

demonic creatures in the surrounding space would be enough to destroy Chong Heihu’s soul. 

“Woof! Bang!” 
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In the next moment, an almost identical scene exploded on the other side! 

The shadow of the dark Dragon crashed into Huang Feihu’s body like a heavy hammer smashing tofu. 

Huang Feihu’s body exploded on the ground! 

With his physical body destroyed, Huang Feihu’s dharma body and nascent soul were also severely 

injured. 

“Trash!” 

The Dragon figure stabilized itself in mid-air. 

Then, the black smoke in the air quickly gathered and merged into the dragon Shadow! 

Soon, the Dragon Shadow expanded to thirty thousand meters long! Furthermore, its form was 

becoming more and more condensed, almost to the point of becoming a real black Dragon! 

This was the complete form of the dark Dragon Soul! 

“You … Why didn’t you kill us …” He said. 

While the dark Dragon Soul had fully formed, Huang Feihu’s nascent soul ran to the dark elegant horse’s 

side. 

Huang Feihu looked at the dark Dragon Soul and asked in confusion, ” “With your strength, you can 

completely destroy us in one strike!” 

The dark Dragon Soul sneered,”my current strength is still very, very weak!” You’re eight peak-level 

earth Immortals, after all. Swallowing your nascent souls can replenish my strength! It’s such a waste to 

directly destroy it!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the dark Dragon Soul had already flown in front of the dark elegant 

horses, cutting off their escape route. 

There was no doubt that they could not escape from the palm of the dark Dragon Soul. 

If not for the fact that the dark Dragon Soul intended to devour them, they would have been wiped out 

in one move, leaving no trace of their souls behind. 

“We’re finished … We’re completely finished …” 

Chong Heihu and the rest revealed looks of despair. 

In such a situation, they couldn’t fight or escape. Their life and death were completely in the control of 

the dark Dragon Soul. 

“Hey! Are you treating me like I don’t exist?” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei let out a low growl and released his murderous aura. 

“What?” 

The dark Dragon Soul turned to Chen Xiaobei. 



The black demonic Dragon was already a pre-Saint when it was alive, so Chen Xiaobei’s aura was not 

enough to intimidate it. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s aura was also very strong. It surprised the dark Dragon Soul. 

“Little brat! I didn’t touch you because you have the aura of a Dragon! And you were the one who broke 

the seal to let me out!” 

The dark Dragon Soul said coldly, ” “While I’m still in a good mood, you better disappear immediately! 

Otherwise, they will be your role models!” 

“Roar!” 

Before he finished his sentence, the dark Dragon Soul opened its black hole-like mouth and was about to 

swallow Chong Heihu and the others. 

“Shut up!” 

Chen Xiaobei shouted, activated his penetrate the nine Heavens, and charged at the dark Dragon Soul! 

“You’re looking for death!” 

The dark Dragon Soul did not expect Chen Xiaobei to disobey its order! 

In the eyes of the dark Dragon Soul, Chen Xiaobei was no different from Chong Heihu and the others. 

They were as weak as ants! 

Making Chen Xiaobei disappear was a great gift to Chen Xiaobei. It was a very rare kind decision! 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei not disappear, but he also attacked. 

This action instantly infuriated the dark Dragon Soul! 

Its black-gold eyes locked onto Chen Xiaobei, and its mouth turned towards him. 

Chong Heihu and the rest were shocked by the scene in front of them. They could not believe their eyes. 

“Is Chen Zhufeng crazy? You actually dare to attack the dark Dragon Soul?” 

Chong Heihu was shocked. Chen Zhufeng, can’t you tell? the power of the dark Dragon Soul is infinitely 

close to the divine fairy level! Chen Zhufeng has no chance of winning!” 

I’m curious. Why would Chen Zhufeng protect us? ” Chui Ying’s rough face was filled with confusion. 

don’t get too cocky. Chen Zhufeng is protecting us because he wants to steal our cultivation! 

“Of course,” Huang Feihu replied indifferently,”the Obsidian Dragon Soul is a great opportunity for the 

demonic dragon apocalypse! Chen Zhufeng was about to fight the dark Dragon Soul! Protecting us is just 

a passing act!” 

since Chen Zhufeng won’t let us go, let’s run now! Jiang xiong said impatiently. 

“Run? Stop dreaming!” 



Wen pin looked dejected and said in despair, ” “The dark Dragon Soul can kill Chen Zhufeng in one 

move! We won’t be able to run far before they catch up to us … There’s no difference whether we run 

or not … We’ll all die!” 

As soon as he said that, everyone fell into extreme despair. Not only did they lose the will to fight, but 

they even gave up on escaping. 

“Woof!” 

By then, the dark Dragon Soul and Chen Xiaobei had already engaged in a battle! 

A huge Dragon Claw, like five heavenly pillars, came down on Chen Xiaobei’s head! 

The power of the dark Dragon Soul was very close to that of a divine immortal. Even though Chen 

Xiaobei had just activated the power of stepping into the pinnacle stage, there was still a huge gap in 

power that could not be overcome! 

The only difference was that Chen Xiaobei now had the yin-yang life and death Ring! 

“Swallow the four Seas!” 

Chen Xiaobei opened his mouth and revealed all his purple-gold dragon teeth. 

“This is crazy! Chen Zhufeng has really gone crazy!” 

Chong Heihu’s pupils contracted and he said in disbelief, ” the power of the dark Dragon Soul is 

terrifying. Even if it only devoured a part of it, it would be enough to make Chen Zhufeng’s body 

explode. He’s committing suicide! 

“Hiss …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not seem to be worried about his body exploding. He activated his special ability and 

sucked the Dragon Claw into his mouth! 
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“Hmm? What kind of special ability is this … What a terrifying Dragon aura … It’s close to the ancestral 

Dragon … The peak level of the sage-to-be …” 

The dark Dragon Soul was extremely shocked. Its dark golden vertical pupils suddenly clamped tightly, as 

if it had seen some extremely terrifying existence. It felt fear from the depths of its soul. 

Even someone as strong as the dark Dragon Soul did not dare to continue attacking. It quickly retreated 

a few hundred meters. 

The first confrontation ended in an instant. 

The front left claw of the dark Dragon Soul disappeared completely. 

However, its body wasn’t solid, but was condensed from the strange black smoke. 
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Even though Chen Xiaobei had swallowed the entire left claw … 

However, as long as the dark Dragon Soul drew some of the black smoke from other parts of its body 

over, it could form another left claw. 

Of course, the dark Dragon Soul was not without a disadvantage. After its left claw was regenerated, its 

body was shortened by 300 meters. 

From this, it could be seen that the black smoke should be a special energy similar to life force. 

The devouring Four Seas specialized in devouring energy. 

If Chen Xiaobei continued to consume it, the Dragon Soul would lose its combat power and fall into a 

deep sleep after the energy was depleted. 

“Heaven-defying!” 

Before the dark Dragon Soul could react, Chen Xiaobei had already launched an attack! 

“Woof!” 

The purple-gold dragon fins behind him burst with an unprecedented purple-gold spiritual light. 

It was like a pair of purple-gold Wings that were thousands of meters long. It was extremely 

domineering and cool to the extreme! 

The entire dark space was covered in purple gold, as if it had become a world of purple gold! 

this … This is impossible!!! 

The dark Dragon Soul let out an incredulous cry, unable to understand the scene that appeared in front 

of him.”That kid is only a peak earth immortal. How can he have the same strength and speed as me? 

No… His strength and speed are even slightly stronger than mine! Not good!” 

“Creak!” 

In that instant, Chen Xiaobei’s attack had already pierced through the dragon’s head! 

The fourth Transformation of the witch Dragon nine transformations, quaking eight wastelands! 

Chen Xiaobei’s flying kick not only exploded with the power of the dark Dragon Soul, but it was also 

enhanced with the power of the primordial Witch King combat enhancement training manual and the 

power of the astral Beast Battle tactics! 

Finally, there was the power of the earth quaking! 

Like a purple-gold shooting star, Chen Xiaobei kicked the left side of the dark Dragon soul’s head. 

Then, he charged out from the right side of the dragon’s head. 

If it had been a pure physical attack, it would have only caused penetrating damage. 

However, when Chen Xiaobei activated his eight desolation shaking power, the force that penetrated 

the dragon’s head exploded like an earthquake! 



“Boom boom boom …” 

The dark Dragon Soul froze for half a second. Then, the huge dragon head suddenly exploded. 

Chen Xiaobei’s kick had exploded his head, and he was so handsome! 

After the black mist dissipated, the Dragon head of the dark Dragon Soul completely collapsed. It was as 

if someone had cut off the head of the dark Dragon. 

Chong Heihu and the rest were dumbfounded by what they saw. It was as if they were in a dream. They 

couldn’t believe it at all. Their eyes and mouths were wide open in shock. Their world views were 

shattered! 

“This is impossible … This is impossible …” 

Chong Heihu was dumbfounded. He said in shock, ” “Chen Zhufeng’s body can’t support such a huge 

amount of power! He should have exploded!” 

“What a slap in the face …” 

Huang Feihu’s face was burning. He said awkwardly, ” “We thought that Chen Zhufeng couldn’t even 

take one hit from the dark Dragon Soul! I didn’t expect Chen Zhufeng to be able to defeat the Dark 

Dragon Soul with one move …” 

“What … What should we do?” 

Wen Bing furrowed his brows, extremely worried. if this continues, the dark Dragon Soul will lose to 

Chen Zhufeng … At that time, not only will Chen Zhufeng be able to subdue the dark Dragon Soul, but he 

will also be able to steal our cultivation and become the final winner! 

“No! I can’t let Chen Zhufeng have the last laugh!” Chong Heihu’s brows were tightly knitted together. 

His eyes darted around as he began to think of a way to change the situation. 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, the dark Dragon soul’s body shrunk by more than nine thousand meters, and a new 

Dragon head was finally formed. 

Chen Xiaobei had only used one move, but the 300-meter long Dark Dragon had shrunk by a third. If this 

continued, the dark Dragon Soul was going to lose. 

“Little brat! Your ability is very powerful! It’s a pity that your physical body is too weak!” 

The dark Dragon Soul was very calm and said indifferently, ” I’ve already seen it. Your body can’t bear 

my power at all. When you attacked me, your body was already seriously injured. You’re completely 

recovering from your injuries with the help of the Yin Yang life and death Ring! 

Chen Xiaobei’s lips curved into a wicked smile and said, ” “Since you’ve already seen through it, then 

obediently submit to me and save yourself some time!” 

“Hmph! Do you think I’m stupid!” 



Hmph! the dark Dragon Soul laughed coldly. if you’re sure that you’ll win, you should take advantage of 

the situation and pursue. Why are you still standing there and talking nonsense with me? ” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned as if the dark Dragon Soul had hit the nail on the head. 

“It’s obvious!” 

The dark Dragon Soul sneered confidently, ” “Your injuries are too severe, and you can’t fully activate 

the Yin Yang life and death Ring! Therefore, the speed at which the Yang ring can release vitality is 

limited, and it is not enough to quickly heal your injuries!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not say anything. The dark Dragon Soul was right. 

Even though the attack just now was strong, Chen Xiaobei’s body was also severely injured. It would 

take a long time for him to fully recover. 

If not for that, Chen Xiaobei would have already charged forward and continued his attack. Why would 

he stand there and waste time? 

“While you’re sick! I’ll take your life!” 

The dark Dragon Soul was very smart and powerful. It came back and wanted to give Chen Xiaobei a 

fatal blow before he recovered! 

“Don’t worry! I’ll show you something!” Chen Xiaobei had to buy himself some time to recover from his 

injuries. 

“Clang” 

Chen Xiaobei summoned the Dragon’s edge. 

“This …” 

As expected, the dark Dragon Soul was instantly stunned. As if it had been struck by lightning, it froze on 

the spot. Even its thoughts were completely short-circuited. It had completely forgotten to continue 

attacking. 

“That’s right!” 

this is the magical equipment that was made from the whole Dragon Bone that you left behind after you 

died! Chen Xiaobei grinned. Its name is the Dragon’s edge, and I am its master!” 

my dragon bones … My dragon bones … 

The dark Dragon Soul seemed to have been greatly stimulated as it roared hysterically, ” “Dammit! You 

actually turned my Dragon Bone into a blade! Without the Dragon’s bones, I have no attachment, and I 

can never return to how I was in the past! I want you dead! I want you to die a terrible death!” 

“Whoosh …” 

The next moment, the dark Dragon Soul seemed to have lost its mind. It used all its strength and 

attacked Chen Xiaobei! 
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 “Chen Zhufeng! I’m going to tear your skin and flesh bit by bit, dig out your bones from your flesh and 

blood, and then crush them all into pieces. Finally, I’ll devour your Yuanying so that you’ll never be able 

to reincarnate! This is the price you have to pay for desecrating my dragon bones!” 

The dark Dragon Soul was extremely angry and used all its strength.”Your body is already heavily 

injured. I’d like to see how much more energy you can devour!” 

“Boom boom boom …” 

Even though the dark Dragon had shrunk by a third, it was still more than 20000 meters long. It charged 

over like an ancient river that contained an ancient and terrifying power. 

Chen Zhufeng is dead for sure … 

Huang Feihu’s eyes were serious. After careful analysis, he came to a very reliable conclusion: Chen 

Zhufeng’s body is already severely injured. Even if he can still devour some energy, he can’t devour the 

entire Dark Dragon! 

in other words, as long as the dark Dragon Soul doesn’t care about the losses, it can blow up Chen 

Zhufeng’s body! He didn’t even give Chen Zhufeng the chance to use the heaven defying spell again!” 

As soon as this was said, Wen pin and the others nodded in agreement.”Old brother is right! After all, 

Chen Zhufeng was not a celestial being. It was already amazing that he could last until now! There’s no 

doubt that he’ll be defeated in the end!” 

“No! You’ve all underestimated Chen Zhufeng!” 

However, at this moment, Chong Heihu had a different opinion, ” “We thought that Chen Zhufeng 

couldn’t take one hit from the dark Dragon Soul! In the end, we were all ruthlessly slapped in the face!” 

“This shows that Chen Zhufeng is not an idiot! If Chen Zhufeng dares to stand there, he must have a 

backup plan!” 

Chong Heihu’s eyes focused and he said in a deep voice, ” “If I’m not wrong, the dark Dragon Soul is 

probably going to lose … It’s going to be in this move!” 

how … How is this possible?! Huang Feihu and the others could not believe it. Their eyes were all locked 

on Chen Xiaobei, and they focused all their attention on Chen Xiaobei, not letting any of his small 

movements escape their eyes! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei had no intention of using devour Four Seas against the Dragon soul’s attack. He was just 

waving his Dragon’s edge in the air. 

“Little brat! Are you scared silly?” 

“That saber is just a low-grade earth-god instrument. The power it can unleash is not even enough to 

scratch my itch!” The dark Dragon Soul said with disdain. You still want to stop me? Stop dreaming!” 
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“Roar!” 

Before he could finish his sentence, the dark Dragon Soul was already right in front of Chen Xiaobei! The 

black hole-like mouth opened again, covering the sky above Chen Xiaobei! 

Obviously, the dark Dragon Soul thought that Chen Xiaobei was dead. It used all its strength in this 

attack, ready to use its own energy to blow up Chen Xiaobei’s body. 

Therefore, the dark Dragon Soul did not plan to retreat at all. It did not give Chen Xiaobei a way out, but 

it did not leave any way out for itself either. 

The dark Dragon Soul would not stop until Chen Xiaobei’s body exploded! 

“Heh, idiot!” 

However, at this moment of life and death, Chen Xiaobei put on an evil smile. “I was just acting! It was 

to lure you into the trap!” 

“BOOM!” 

At this moment, a Black Lightning suddenly appeared on the edge of the Dragon’s edge! 

Although the power of the Dragon’s edge was not enough to hurt the Obsidian Dragon Soul, the effect 

was completely different with the addition of the electric awn! 

That’s right! 

It was a small piece of the black Thunder of Nirvana that sect master Tongtian had forcibly taken from 

the nine heaven Thunder tribulation! 

However, sect master Tongtian was confined by Dao ancestor as punishment for collecting the crack of 

the great void. 

This small amount of Nirvana Black Lightning was sent to Chen Xiaobei by goddess Nuwa during the red 

envelope snatching session on New Year’s Eve. 

Goddess nüwa had already told Chen Xiaobei that the black Thunder of Nirvana was a necessary item to 

upgrade the demonic Dragon’s edge. 

Chen Xiaobei already knew that the black Thunder of Nirvana’s ability was to weaken energy. 

The lightning extracted from the Tribulation lightning had even reached the God-level. 

If a true God were to activate his special ability, he could instantly weaken the dark Dragon Soul from a 

20000-meter-long Dragon to a two-millimeter puppet. 

Unfortunately, Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation level was too low. He could not unleash the full potential of 

the black Lightning of destruction. 

In other words, Chen Xiaobei’s Nirvana Black Thunder could only weaken a small portion of the dark 

Dragon soul’s power. It would not change the outcome of the battle. 

Chen Xiaobei was well aware of this, but he still had to use the Nirvana Black Lightning! 



What Chen Xiaobei was going to use was not the black Thunder of Nirvana’s special ability, but the 

hidden karma! 

“Whoosh …” 

With a thunderous roar, the demonic Dragon tribulation and the black Lightning of destruction seemed 

to have merged into one. Furthermore, an extremely pure and holy spiritual light burst out! 

This Holy spiritual light was extremely bright and dazzling, but it was not piercing to the eyes! 

It even contained a gentle aura, as if it was the glory of the Holy Mother who pitied all living beings in 

this world! 

“Uh …” 

The next moment, the dark Dragon Soul screamed in pain. 

Its huge body was enveloped by the Holy Light, as if it was sealed, and it could no longer move! 

“That … That’s …” 

Chong Heihu and the rest were so shocked that their eyes were as wide as a bull’s and their mouths 

were so wide open that a fist could fit in. 

that’s the goddess nvywa’s divine light! 

Chong Heihu and the others ‘views of the world had already shattered. Their voices were trembling, ” 

Chen Zhufeng actually has the secret support of mother Nuwa … No wonder he’s so fearless and not 

afraid of the dark Dragon Soul at all … 

The truth was, goddess nüwa had never told Chen Xiaobei about her divine light. 

It was Chen Xiaobei who had guessed the cause and effect of this! 

This was because the black demonic dragon’s soul was protected by goddess nüwa, and she even helped 

to transfer the Nirvana Black Thunder. 

Therefore, lady Nuwa must have known that there would be a battle between Chen Xiaobei and the 

dark Dragon Soul. 

Therefore, goddess nüwa secretly hid a wisp of divine light in the black Thunder of Nirvana. 

The reason why lady Nuwa did not tell Chen Xiaobei was because … 

It was because the Jade Emperor had promised to let the dark Dragon Soul go, and goddess nüwa owed 

him a favor. 

On this matter, goddess nüwa could not help Chen Xiaobei out in the open or she would be returning 

the Jade Emperor’s kindness with ingratitude. 

If Chen Xiaobei could not guess the cause and effect, he would be tortured and even killed today. 

Of course, since Chen Xiaobei had guessed it, he could use it to defeat the Dragon! 



In the future, even if the Jade Emperor asked for an explanation, lady Nuwa would be able to explain 

that the divine light was used to suppress the Nirvana Black Lightning and that she had never told Chen 

Xiaobei about it. Chen Xiaobei was not meant to die, so he accidentally activated the divine flame. 

“Little black Dragon! The overall situation has been decided. Are you going to surrender? What about 

submission? Or should I submit?” Chen Xiaobei laughed evilly. He was in a good mood. 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

Suddenly, a total of eight deafening sounds erupted from behind Chen Xiaobei! 

Before one wave settled, another wave rose! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3045 

3045 The eastern Emperor 

“Not good!” 

Chen Xiaobei had just subdued the dark Dragon Soul, so he was in the best of moods. 

Who would have thought that Chong Heihu and his gang would attack Chen Xiaobei from behind? 

“Ling jiuxiao! Settle the universe!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s reaction was quick as well. He used two of the special abilities of the witch Dragon’s nine 

transformation. 

His body flashed a few meters away in an instant, and his calming the universe’s defensive ability was 

also activated. 

However, the enemy was no fool. The eight attacks were clearly layered. 

The first two forced Chen Xiaobei to Dodge, the second two broke through dingkun’s defense, and the 

last three came at Chen Xiaobei from the top, middle and bottom. 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

It was already a feat for Chen Xiaobei to be able to use two of his special abilities in such a short time. 

He had no other choice but to be hit by the last three waves of true essence. His head, heart, and sea of 

Qi were the three vital points. 

His entire body was sent flying, and the mountain wall behind him was smashed open. 

“Clang” 

The Dragon’s edge also flew out of his hand and stabbed deeply into the black Rock more than ten 

meters away. 

“Whoosh …” 
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Chen Xiaobei had probably lost his consciousness. The Dragon’s edge had cut off their spiritual 

connection. 

The goddess nvywa’s divine light also dimmed and quickly disappeared. 

“Roar!” 

The dark Dragon Soul broke free from its restraints and let out a terrifying roar, shaking the entire space. 

“Interesting! This is so interesting!” 

The dark golden vertical pupils of the dark Dragon Soul shifted over and locked onto Chong Heihu and 

the rest. It asked playfully, ” “What are you guys thinking? Sneak attack that brat, let me out! He’s dead 

for sure, and you guys can forget about living!” 

Clearly, the dark Dragon Soul was not a kind soul. It had lost too much energy in this battle. Even if 

Chong Heihu and the others saved it, it still wanted to devour their nascent souls! 

In other words, if Chong Heihu and the others did not ambush them, Chen Xiaobei would have taken 

their cultivation after he won and might have been able to spare their lives. 

But if they ambushed Chen Xiaobei and allowed the dark Dragon Soul to win, their nascent souls would 

be devoured. They would die and their souls would be destroyed. They would not even have the chance 

to reincarnate. 

“Of course we know how powerful this is!” 

Chong Heihu’s expression was calm as he said, ” “But we are all reincarnated ancient Celestials! 100% 

loyalty to its master! Chen Zhufeng is the enemy of chanism. Even if we die, we will not let him have the 

last laugh!” 

Huang Feihu and the others were also excited and didn’t care about death at all. “As long as we can kill 

Chen Zhufeng, we will have done a great service for the clan of enlightenment. Our master will be 

rewarded handsomely! Our deaths are worth it!” 

There was no doubt that the moment they ambushed Chen Xiaobei, they were already prepared to die 

with Chen Xiaobei. 

The primordial spirit contract was created by the Dao ancestor, and it was much more domineering than 

the heavenly dog biscuit! 

Nothing in the world could shake their loyalty to their master, not even death! 

“Hahaha …” 

Hearing this, the dark Dragon Soul laughed smugly. He was in a good mood.”I’m finally lucky! It was 

originally a hopeless situation, but I didn’t expect to be the final winner! Hahaha …” 

“Go! Kill Chen Zhufeng first! Chong Heihu and the rest had no intention of running away. They just 

wanted to see Chen Xiaobei die before their eyes. 

“Good! Since you’re all going to die, I’ll fulfill your last wishes!” 



The dark Dragon Soul laughed coldly. It twisted its huge body and went to the side of the mountain wall 

where Chen Xiaobei had just landed. 

“BOOM! BOOM! Boom …” 

With a thought from the dark Dragon Soul, the shattered black rocks scattered. 

Chen Xiaobei’s entire body was embedded in the rock. 

The Dragon scales on his body had already faded, and there were many cracks on his skin. He was 

covered in blood. 

His head was lowered, and he was already in a deep coma. 

Fortunately, Chen Xiaobei’s power was still active when he was hit, and it blocked most of the damage. 

Otherwise, Chen Xiaobei would not just be unconscious, he would probably be turned into ashes. 

“Swish!” 

With a thought, the dark Dragon soul’s vital essence directly swept over the demonic Dragon’s 

tribulation. 

Chen Xiaobei was unconscious, and the Dragon’s edge was out of control. 

“I’ve said it before, I’m going to dig out your bones from your flesh piece by piece! Then, he crushed it 

bit by bit! I’ll make you feel despair, pain, and a fate worse than death!” 

The ethereal force of the dark Dragon Soul wrapped around the demonic Dragon’s edge, and the blade 

slowly slid toward Chen Xiaobei. 

Upon seeing this, Chong Heihu and the others were filled with excitement and they couldn’t wait to 

cheer. 

They had even taken out their phones and started to send messages to their contract Masters, telling 

them that Chen Xiaobei was dead and that chanism had one less big problem! 

“Little black Dragon! I advise you to stop! Otherwise, you’ll regret it for the rest of your life!” 

However, at this moment, an indifferent and cold voice descended from the sky. It was not angry, but it 

exuded a sense of authority that suppressed the entire space. 

“Who’s there?” 

The dark Dragon soul’s heart trembled and it immediately looked up at the sky. 

Chong Heihu and the rest felt their hearts tighten as they looked over. 

“Swish!” 

In the darkness, a huge white shadow swooped down, as if it was the light and hope that cut through 

the endless darkness! 



“What … What the hell is that? Judging from his speed, he was already a late-stage nine-star earth-god! 

He’s infinitely close to the peak!” 

Chong Heihu frowned and felt very uneasy, ” although its cultivation is slightly lower than ours, its aura 

and pressure are extremely terrifying! 

Huang Feihu and the others were also nervous. They did not dare to underestimate the giant white 

figure. 

“Whoosh …” 

In the next second, the giant shadow finally landed. 

It was a giant white Wyrm that was ten thousand meters long. 

As everyone knew, the flood Dragon was a high-grade immortal beast, only one grade lower than the 

Dragon, a divine beast. If it encountered a lucky chance, it even had the possibility of transforming into a 

Dragon. 

Although its cultivation was slightly lower than Chong Heihu and the others, it had the blessing of its 

talent and bloodline, which allowed it to fight any one of the five people and three horses. 

“Little snow Jiao Dragon! You dare to be impetuous in front of me? Are you tired of living?” 

The dark Dragon Soul was the soul of a real Dragon, and its combat strength was far beyond that of a 

peak earth immortal. Naturally, it did not take the White Dragon seriously. 

“A puny Dragon Soul dares to be so arrogant?” 

The cold voice sounded again, but it did not come from the White Jiao Dragon. It came from the top of 

its head. 

At this moment, the dark Dragon Soul, Chong Heihu, and the others finally saw it clearly. 

It turned out that there was a handsome young man standing on top of the White Jiao dragon’s head. 

“Who are you?” The dark Dragon Soul did not dare to be careless because this young man had an 

extremely terrifying aura! 

“Me?” 

The young man raised the corner of his lips with a faint smile. at the beginning of the chaos, even the 

ancestor Dragon of the chaos had to call me Emperor Dong! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3046 

3046 The Dragon Soul surrenders 

“Emperor … Emperor Dong? You are the eastern Emperor Taiyi!” 

The dark Dragon Soul was instantly dumbfounded, as if it had seen a ghost. Its vertical pupils were 

tightly closed, and its entire body was trembling. It did not even dare to take a deep breath. 
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“What? He … He is the eastern Emperor Taiyi!” 

Chong Heihu and the rest were also horrified. Just the mention of the name ‘Eastern Emperor Taiyi’ was 

enough to make their hearts tremble. It was as if they were mice that had seen a Tiger. They were 

scared out of their wits. 

The decree of the heavenly Dao, Pangu opened the sky, Nuwa created the spirit, and Taiyi ruled the 

world. 

This was an order from the heavenly Dao at the beginning of the chaos! 

In accordance with the decree, Taiyi unified all the tribes in the untainted land and called them the 

demon tribe, establishing an unparalleled hegemony! 

The earliest celestial heavens was established, and the celestial Emperor was named the East Emperor! 

He was the first Paragon of the Three Realms recognized by the heavenly Dao! 

The ancestor of the dragon clan, the ancestral Dragon Hong Huang, was Taiyi’s subject. 

In comparison, the blackfiend Dragon could at most be a small soldier, barely qualified to carry Taiyi’s 

shoes. 

As for the human race, back then, it was only a small branch under the demon race. 

Chong Heihu and the others were not even fit to carry Taiyi’s shoes. 

It was precisely because Taiyi had once held a Supreme position that even though he was only a peak 

earth level deity now, he was still a huge figure in the hearts of the ancient gods and immortals! His 

Emperor aura was still overbearing! 

As long as his name was mentioned, it would make people instinctively respect him! 

If they saw him in person, ordinary ancient gods and immortals would not even be able to stabilize their 

minds. They would be filled with fear, respect, and admiration. They would never dare to offend him in 

the slightest! 

may I ask Your Majesty … Why … Why did you stop me from killing Chen Zhufeng? ” 

The dark Dragon soul’s state of mind wavered and its fighting spirit dissipated. It was instinctively 

respectful to Taiyi and hid all of its ferocity. It didn’t dare to be arrogant anymore. 

Chen Zhufeng is my contracted master. I’ll follow him for the rest of my life! Taiyi said calmly. 

Although his tone was calm, every word he said was filled with determination. No matter when or 

where, it would not change. 

“What? He … He’s the master of your contract, Emperor?” The dark Dragon Soul was dumbfounded. He 

could not believe his ears. 

Chong Heihu and the rest were in despair because they already knew the outcome of the winter solstice 

festival. 



Now that Taiyi had arrived, Chong Heihu and the others were certain that all their efforts and schemes 

were useless! Even if she risked her life, she would not be able to hurt Chen Xiaobei! 

“Chen Zhufeng is not just my contract master! It’s also your lucky chance, little black Dragon!” 

Taiyi’s hair fluttered in the wind, and his demeanor was as graceful as an immortal’s. His words were 

naturally persuasive. 

“What opportunity?” 

The dark Dragon soul’s expression froze for a moment. There was no doubt in his eyes, only 

anticipation! 

“An opportunity to be Reborn!” 

Taiyi said indifferently,”as long as you merge your soul remnant with the demonic Dragon tribulation!” 

He would be able to cultivate in the state of an Artifact Spirit! After you transform your demon spirit, 

you’ll become a weapon demon with a life and soul!” 

this black blade was forged from your dragon bones. When you reach a certain level in the future, you 

can take on a human form, or even return to your original blackfiend dragon form! 

Everyone knew that anything could become a demon! 

Once they became demons, even dead things could give birth to three souls and seven spirits and obtain 

life! 

The reincarnated ghost king was the best example. 

It was originally a dead evil ghost, but after a long period of cultivation, the dead turned into a demon 

and had life again. 

Weapon demons were special. For example, the witch of winter was the weapon spirit of the limitless 

nine-floor Pagoda. She could manifest as a human spirit. 

The Jiufan Golden Bell also had a weapon spirit that could manifest as the spirit body of the old monk. 

However, they were only spiritual bodies. It was very, very difficult for them to turn into a physical body. 

However, the dark Dragon Soul was different. The demonic Dragon’s tribulation was forged from the 

spiritual bones of the dark Dragon and was closely related to the Dragon Soul. 

When the Dragon’s edge had reached a certain level, it could change itself. 

The saber could transform into a human, while the dark Dragon Soul was equivalent to the soul. If he 

continued to cultivate and reached a higher realm, the saber could even transform into the true body of 

the dark Demon Dragon! 

At that time, the black demon Dragon would be reborn and return to its peak! 

“Thank you for your guidance, Emperor!” 



The dark Dragon Soul was overjoyed. Its 20000-meter-long body crouched down and said with utmost 

gratitude, ” “The reason why this soul remnant of mine hasn’t dissipated even after hundreds of millions 

of years is because of my obsession!” 

“No matter how long I have to wait, no matter what price I have to pay, I want to return to the peak of 

my life! The emperor’s guidance has allowed me to see the hope of realizing my long-cherished wish and 

breaking my obsession! I’m willing to follow the emperor’s wishes!” 

The dark Dragon Soul had expressed its attitude, and the battle that had been full of twists and turns 

was finally settled. 

it’s good that you can understand. Tell bro bei yourself! Chen Xiaobei! Taiyi released a beam of ethereal 

force, which was like a heavenly staircase, towards Chen Xiaobei. 

“Uh …” 

Chen Xiaobei had already woken up. 

After all, the vitality of the Yang ring was healing the injury every minute and every second. Although the 

injury was extremely serious this time, the healing speed was also extremely fast. 

“Da!” 

Chen Xiaobei stepped onto the ethereal heaven staircase and walked up to the White dragon’s head! 

thank God you got here in time. Otherwise, we wouldn’t have had the chance to meet again … Chen 

Xiaobei’s face was getting better, and he smiled at Taiyi. 

bro bei is a lucky man! He can naturally turn misfortune into fortune! Taiyi smiled and took half a step 

back. He stood behind Chen Xiaobei, showing that he was the leader of the group. 

Childe Zhufeng … I’ve offended you earlier … I’m glad that the Emperor of the East has given me some 

advice. I’m willing to forsake the dark side and follow you from now on! the old man said. 

The dark Dragon Soul lowered its huge dragon head and was also extremely respectful.”I hope you 

won’t hold a grudge against me and accept this soul remnant of mine. In the future, I’ll have the chance 

to return to my peak …” 

“I’ve heard your conversation just now!” 

Chen Xiaobei said calmly, ” my purpose was to make you my slave! Moreover, I just happen to have one 

demon spirit point stone left! Although it can’t immediately let you return to your peak, at least it can 

let you first awaken your spirit and become a demon!” 

“Thank you, Childe Zhufeng … No! thank you, master … the dark Dragon Soul bowed three times to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

“Whoosh! Boom boom boom …” 

Without waiting for Chen Xiaobei’s order, the dark Dragon Soul conjured a terrifying Black Tornado! 

The Dragon’s edge and the black Thunder of Nirvana were both sucked into the storm! 



With the rapid rotation of the storm, the black smoke energy was integrated into the dragon’s edge! 

Everyone could clearly feel that the spirituality of the demonic dragon apocalypse was rapidly rising, and 

its grade was also constantly breaking through! 

“Swish!” 

When the storm subsided, the black saber flew back to Chen Xiaobei’s hand! 

The blade did not change. 

However, there was a Dragon-shaped saber Qi on the blade. 

Within the saber Qi, there was also black Lightning circulating. It was extremely mysterious. 

the Dragon’s edge has finally leveled up! 

Chen Xiaobei held the saber with both hands, his face full of surprise. “And he even praised several 

major realms! With a wave of leveling up, I’ll reach the celestial level!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3047: complete victory 

The extremely strong spiritual fluctuation had clearly reached the level of a one-star heaven immortal! 

Although the power was only at this level, it was not difficult to be invincible when combined with the 

special ability of the Dragon’s edge! 

The main point was that the Dragon’s edge had a huge room for growth. 

The Blade Itself was a high-level divine object, and it was extremely strong even without upgrading. 

The weapon spirit was the dark Dragon Soul. Every time it leveled up, the grade of the Dragon’s edge 

would also break through. 

In the end, it could grow into a high-grade divine artifact. 

If he had other opportunities, he might even have a greater breakthrough. 

By then, not only could the dark Dragon Soul transform into a peak black demon Dragon, but it could 

even surpass the peak and reach a whole new height. 

This was the blackfiend Dragon’s opportunity that Taiyi had mentioned! 

“It’s over … It’s completely over …” 

Chong Heihu and the others fell into the abyss of despair when they saw this. They could no longer see 

any hope. 

Just a moment ago, they were certain that Chen Xiaobei was dead, and they had even reported the good 

news to their respective Masters. 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei not have to die, but he had also managed to subdue the dark Dragon Soul and 

become the biggest winner. 
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Chong Heihu and the others looked at Taiyi in unison. 

He sighed to himself,”if only East Emperor Taiyi was one of us, how good would that be?” 

Unfortunately, the primordial spirit contract was created by the Dao ancestor. Unless Chen Xiaobei died, 

Taiyi would never betray him. 

Making an enemy of Chen Xiaobei meant making an enemy of Taiyi. To most of the ancient gods and 

immortals, this was a nightmare! 

When they looked at Chen Xiaobei again, Chong Heihu and the others were filled with envy and 

jealousy. 

the Dragon’s edge has been successfully upgraded, and I’ve also obtained the Yin Yang life and death 

Ring by accident. Although I’ve used up 120000 years of my life, it’s definitely worth it! 

Chen Xiaobei looked at Chong Heihu and the others, and his lips curled into a sinister smile. “Besides, 

there are eight peak earth level deities here! If we take their cultivation away, bei Xuan faction will have 

eight more peak earth level deities!” 

“Later, even if I’m not in the Nanzhan state, these eight peak earth level deities will be enough to take 

charge and help me complete the great cause of unification! I shoulder the fate energy of a country, and 

once they unify, I can still obtain the merit for stopping the war!” 

“I’ve already decided on the governing policy. When the time comes, as long as they do as I say, the 

people will be able to live and work in peace, and I’ll be able to receive the merit of protecting them! 

After the unification, there will be a full circle state merit!” 

“Of course, the main point is the believers! In my name, I’ll unify the Nanzhan state, and most of the 

people who live a good life will gradually become my followers! At that time, I can exchange for an even 

higher grade heavenly Dao Halo!” 

“According to the time, the old sect master’s book has almost six million words. I’ll go find immortal 

Zhen Yuan later to exchange for a ginseng fruit! If the heavenly Dao life span Halo is better, I’ll be able to 

increase my lifespan even more! This is also closely related to the number of new believers!” 

Chen Xiaobei started to plan in his mind. After obtaining the cultivation of Chong Heihu’s group of five 

men and three horses, he had a rough idea of what to do for a long time. 

Chen Xiaobei led the charge, and Bei Xuan faction followed closely behind. The bei Xuan dynasty would 

become an unprecedented legend in the earth-god Realm, and the Supreme force that would unify the 

human world. 

“Go! We’ll go back to bei Xuan faction!” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the returning bracelet and opened the portal. 

Just as he was about to step through the space gate, an urgent voice suddenly came from behind him. 

“Master! Wait for me! Master …” 

He saw a golden light rushing toward him. It was the demon-subduing Vajra. 



The king Kong kneeled in front of Chen Xiaobei and kowtowed three times. He was so devoted to him. 

“What are you trying to do this time?” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at the king Kong from the corner of his eyes and said, ” “You’ve already completed 

the task I gave you. The soul-hunting should have already left your dantian. Why did you come back?” 

“Master! Soul Hunter Grandpa is here!” 

The king Kong reached out his hands and the soul-hunting banner jumped out of his palms onto Chen 

Xiaobei’s shoulder. 

“Master! Back then, I was blind and didn’t know how powerful you were, so I wanted to leave you! 

Today, I’ve finally witnessed your power! Following you will give me a much better future than returning 

to the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda! I’m not leaving, I hope you can take me in …” 

The Vajra kneeled on the ground and said with a sincere face. 

“Take you in? I’ll have to think about it …” 

I don’t think your cultivation is enough for me. More importantly, you’re still a coward. Even if you’re 

loyal to me, there’s no point in me keeping you alive! 

“Master! Please give me another chance!” 

The demon-subduing Vajra was extremely anxious. He straightened his back and patted his chest, 

saying, ” “From now on, I’ll do whatever master asks me to do, and I’ll never be stingy with my life! If I’m 

still afraid, master can just kill me!” 

The king Kong had made up his mind to follow Chen Xiaobei. 

“Good! You’re a smart person! I’ll believe you this once!” 

I’ll give you another mission. If you do it well, you’ll be a member of bei Xuan faction. If you don’t, you’ll 

be on your own! 

“Yes! Master, please give your orders!” 

The Vajra did not hesitate to follow Chen Xiaobei with all his might. 

Chen Xiaobei raised his brows and smiled evilly. “Go back to the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda now. 

Stay there and be my hidden chess piece!” He said. 

this … the Vajra was stunned and said worriedly, ” I’ve disappeared for so long. If I return like this, the 

higher-ups of the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda will suspect me … 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged. that’s none of my business. I’ve already given you a chance. It’s up to you 

whether you want to grab it or not! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took the lead and stepped through the portal. 

“Whoosh …” 



Taiyi released a burst of vital essence and enveloped Chong Heihu’s group of five men and three horses. 

Then, he brought them back to bei Xuan faction. 

The Arctic Dragon returned to its human form and followed. 

The spatial gate then closed. 

The Vajra was stunned. After a moment of silence, he gritted his teeth and said, ” “No matter! I’ll go 

back first! Even if I have to risk my life, I must complete master’s mission!” 

Without a doubt, the king Kong had high hopes for Chen Xiaobei and Bei Xuan faction. 

Moreover, the truth was already in front of them! 

Chen Xiaobei was able to suppress the dark Dragon tomb and take out one of the seven forbidden 

places of death! 

Just this point alone was enough for the demon-subduing Vajra to follow him with all his might! 

…… 

In the royal city of beixuan. 

Bei Xuan faction headquarters. 

The first thing Chen Xiaobei did when he returned was to summon six core members of the upper 

echelon. 

Xiang Yu, Ying Zheng, song Qincheng, LAN Mengcheng, Jiang Ziya, and old Wang! 

At the same time, he let little white and Sky Wolf out of the ring of all beasts! 
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Chapter 3048 

3048 Transfer of cultivation 

Chen Xiaobei had captured eight peak earth-god level cultivators, and he was going to transfer their 

cultivation to his most trusted people. 

With God’s greed, Chen Xiaobei could easily transfer the cultivation of anyone below the level of a one-

star heaven-God to another level. He could easily create eight new peak earth-god level deities. 

Xiang Yu had obtained Chong Heihu’s cultivation. 

Ying Zheng had obtained Huang Feihu’s cultivation base. 

Song Qincheng received Wen pin’s cultivation level. 

LAN Mengcheng received Chui Ying’s cultivation. 

Jiang Ziya had obtained jiang xiong’s cultivation. 

Old Wang obtained the Qingfu horse’s cultivation. 
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Little white had obtained the cultivation of the yellow striped horse. 

The sky Wolf had obtained the cultivation of the dark elegant horse. 

In addition to their cultivation, they had also obtained the other party’s complete Dharmakaya. 

In other words, they had all become peak earth Immortals. 

If the heavenly Tribulation came and they successfully passed it, they would be able to ascend to the 

heaven realm and become a true heaven immortal. 

Of course, even though divine greed’s ability was heaven-defying, the side effects were also extremely 

great! 

Those who had their cultivation transferred would have an evil mental demon contract in their heart! 

Once the contract was signed, the person whose cultivation base was transferred to the contract would 

become the slave of the seven demonic gods of hell! 

If they did not submit, the seven demonic gods of hell could kill them with a single thought! 

Because of this, most people would not dare to use God’s greed. Once they used it, their lives would be 

in the hands of the seven demonic gods of hell, and they would no longer have any freedom! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was not an ordinary person! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei could get luohou to help him, the demonic ancestor would have countless ways 

to break this heavenly immortal level mental demon contract! 

Just like Taiyi, Chen Xiaobei could sense luohou and Di Jiang’s location. If he wanted to find them, he 

could do so anytime. 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not have the ability to protect them in the past. That was why he did not 

look for them and told them to use their time to develop. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had four heaven-immortal instruments, he had enough power to protect them. 

Furthermore, luohou and Di Jiang had probably grown to the level of a peak earth God. Most of the 

time, they did not need Chen Xiaobei’s protection. In fact, they could even provide Chen Xiaobei with 

great help. 

So, Chen Xiaobei’s next step was to find Luo Yi and Di Jiang. 

At that time, bei Xuan faction would reach an unprecedented level of power. Even the heavenly path 

Saints would be envious of the members of the faction! 

“Done!” 

Chen Xiaobei let out a long breath. He was in a good mood to see that the people he trusted and loved 

had become peak earth-god level. 

One word was awesome! 



As for Chong Heihu and the others, they were only left with a remnant soul after their cultivation was 

drained. 

Chen Xiaobei did not kill them all. Instead, he let them fall into the underworld, either to become ghosts 

or to hell. They would no longer pose a threat to Chen Xiaobei. 

“Xiaobei! My cultivation has already reached the peak of the earth-god Realm. Isn’t it time for a big 

fight?” 

Xiang Yu was full of pride, and he said impatiently, ” While you were away, Ying Zheng and I have been 

training our soldiers day and night. We have produced fifty million elite warriors in the fire cloud 

domain. After they have formed the ‘four phases killing battle formation’, I dare say that no one below 

heaven immortal can defeat them! 

“Yup!” 

Ying Zheng was also eager to make a contribution, and he really wanted to perform well. “If you want to 

expand, you must let me be the vanguard! I’ll definitely lead beixuan’s Army and conquer a vast 

territory!” 

“My two elder brothers” thoughts are in line with mine!” 

I’m going to the North Sea later. You’ll still be in charge of the firecloud domain’s military! How we 

attack the city will be up to you!” 

“Good! This is great!” 

Xiang Yu’s blood was boiling, and he said heroically, ” “Zhao Yun and Lu Bu can’t hold it in any longer. 

This time, once we make our move, we will definitely go all out! When you return from the North Sea, 

we can conquer at least three large regions for you!” 

“How can three be enough? At least ten!” Ying Zheng was even more domineering, and his ambition was 

much greater. 

Of course, without ambition, how could he become the Emperor of the ages? 

“It’s up to you guys to attack the city!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and turned to the other side. “Old Jiang, old Wang! After they take down the city, 

you will be responsible for stabilizing the rear. Remember, you must treat the people well!” 

“Don’t worry!” 

Both Jiang Ziya and old Wang were very confident. They patted their chests and said, ” “With the 

experience of governing the fire cloud region, we will have a way to govern the new cities we take down 

later! You don’t have to worry about this at all!” 

“Mm, of course I’m at ease with you guys handling the matter!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled, his eyes softened and he said, ” Qingcheng, you’ve worked hard these days. When 

I’m done with this, I’ll definitely keep you company! 



“It doesn’t matter. After becoming an earth level deity, I’ve already understood that time is long and 

endless! When the situation is settled, we’ll have plenty of time to be together!” Song Qincheng smiled 

charmingly. Her eyes were like spring water, and her red lips were like roses. She was indeed very 

charming. 

Chen Xiaobei smiled. Song Qincheng was always understanding and considerate of him. More 

importantly, she could help him manage bei Xuan faction and the Qincheng Chamber of Commerce! 

It was really hard to find such a good wife! 

“Right, there’s one more thing I have to remind you of!” 

Chen Xiaobei said in a serious tone, ” “You were the Empress Wu Zetian in your previous life! There 

might be some opportunities in this, but it might also bring you danger! You must be careful and not 

trust outsiders easily!” 

“You already told me this! I’ve always been very careful!” Song Qincheng smiled. besides, you’ve given 

me the cultivation of a peak earth immortal. There’s nothing to be afraid of! 

“Just remember, if you encounter any danger, contact me immediately!” Chen Xiaobei said seriously. 

I know … I’m not a kid anymore … song Qincheng nodded, her smile as sweet as honey. 

Chen Xiaobei then turned to the other side and said gently, ” mengchen, you’ve worked hard. You 

must’ve suffered a lot to manage such a big Chamber of Commerce … 

“I’m not tired.” 

LAN smiled, her youthful and beautiful face was as radiant as ever, stunning everyone. first love peach 

and cosmetics are products that we’ve managed since we were on earth. I have a deep relationship with 

them, and I’m very happy to be able to manage them well. I’m not tired at all! 

Obviously, LAN Mengcheng was a very sensible and nostalgic girl. 

Chen Xiaobei was very happy to leave the Beichen Chamber of Commerce to her. 

Finally, Chen Xiaobei’s eyes fell on Xiaobai and Sirius. 

After reaching the peak of the earth immortal realm, the two demon beasts ‘bodies had undergone a 

huge change! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3049 

3049 The problem of lifespan 

Sky Wolf’s body had expanded by ten times, and it looked like a small car as it lay on the ground! 

Its jet-black mane shone with a metallic luster, its strong and full muscles looked as if they were cast 

from steel, and its fangs and claws were like daggers that glowed with a cold light at all times. 

His jet-black eyes were filled with a terrifying killing intent. Although he had tried to hide it, it still 

couldn’t hide his innate wildness and ferocity. 
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As for little white, it used to be like a little kitten. It was either sitting on Sky wolf’s head or lying on 

someone else’s shoulder. 

However, at this moment, the size of this ‘little guy’ had expanded by hundreds of times, and it was 

several times larger than Sky Wolf! 

The little kitten had directly become a mighty and majestic snow-white Lion! 

His entire body was white as snow, and there was no trace of any other color. There was a watery luster 

like white jade in the snow White. 

Only the two eyes of the lion had a strange emerald color. 

From this pair of lion eyes, there was always a high and mighty King’s pressure! 

This was the might of a beast King! 

Its sharp claws were like its scepter, its fangs were like its medals, and its snow-white mane was its 

glorious crown! 

Even if it didn’t make a move, just a simple look was enough to intimidate most beasts! 

“The two of you have been sleeping in the ring of ten thousand beasts for too long. It’s time for you to 

train!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at Sirius and Xiaobai and said, ” Later on, you will follow brother Yu and brother 

Ying Zheng out for some training, and help me take down a few more cities! 

“Yes, sir!” Sirius did not say anything and followed Chen Xiaobei’s orders. 

“Hmph!” On the other hand, little white tilted its head in protest. 

She had already transformed from a little kitten into a real sky frost jade lion, but she was still the same 

as before. She loved to throw tantrums, and her proud personality had not changed at all. 

“What’s wrong? Your wings have hardened, and you want to fly?” Chen Xiaobei chuckled. He knew little 

White’s character, so he naturally wouldn’t stoop to its level. 

Xiao Bai pouted and complained, ” “Today, you transferred everyone’s cultivation, but why did you 

forget about big sister Bodhi! I’m not willing! I don’t want to listen to you!” 

pfft … Chen Xiaobei was speechless.”I thought it was a small matter …” 

When it was still on earth, Luo puti was its favorite person. 

If Luo puti went to Chen Xiaobei’s house, little white would lie on top of her and let her feed it. 

Although little white was a little proud, it was still concerned about Luo puti at this time. It was clear 

that this little guy was loyal. 

In fact, Sirius had also been fed by Luo puti many times. It was only out of loyalty to Chen Xiaobei that it 

did not protest. 



However, at this moment, little white had already taken the lead and explained the situation. Naturally, 

Sky Wolf also nodded vigorously at the side. It did not forget how well Luo puti treated it. 

“Look at how anxious you two are!” Chen Xiaobei laughed. Bodhi is my first wife! I can forget anyone but 

her! 

“Then you better give me an explanation! Why don’t you transfer your cultivation to big sister Bodhi?” 

Xiaobai asked. 

“Idiot!” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei explained with a smile, ” a long time ago, by chance, I discovered the secret left 

behind by the Queen of Saint Duke! As long as we can solve that secret, we will be able to obtain the 

inheritance of the Saint Duke Queen!” 

Subhuti is the princess of Saint Duke Starfield. Ever since she came to earth-god Realm, she has been 

studying the secret of Saint Duke Queen! 

“The point is, every time I come back, I will ask her about the progress. Before I called you guys over, I 

also asked her! She told me that the secret has been solved and we can go to the Saint Duke ruins at any 

time!” 

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei and Luo puti had gone through life and death together more than once! 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had never bowed to Luo puti, their relationship was the deepest. 

Even song Qincheng and Liu xuanxin, who were already in a physical and mental relationship with Chen 

Xiaobei, were willing to acknowledge Luo puti as their sister and the position of first wife. 

Furthermore, Chen Zhongfu and Zhang Chui ‘er had already acknowledged Luo puti as the Chen family’s 

number one daughter-in-law ever since they were on earth. 

It was clear that even though Luo puti had been studying the secret behind closed doors, her position in 

bei Xuan faction and the Chen family was absolutely unshakeable. 

It was obvious that Chen Xiaobei would never forget Luo puti. 

“This is more like it …” 

Little white pouted and softened her tone. bro bei, I’ve misunderstood you … I’m willing to listen to you. 

I’ll go out and train hard. I’ll at least help you take down ten main cities. Otherwise, you can punish me! 

“Yes, yes, yes! I’ll take down at least ten major cities!” Sky Wolf nodded his head in agreement. 

Naturally, he was in a good mood. 

“Good! Your tasks have been assigned, so you may leave!” you’re all peak earth-god level cultivators 

now. I should start my cultivation as well … Chen Xiaobei said with a smile. 

Then, everyone left. 

Chen Xiaobei entered the verdant Emperor divine gourd. 



The enemies they had captured earlier did not have much life left, and they had all been released when 

they were still in the imperial capital of Xuanyuan. 

At this moment, no enemy was activating the sunlight cache. 

Chen Xiaobei had no choice but to let the reborn ghost king Drive it. 

Fortunately, the rebirth ghost King’s lifespan was over five million years, so it wouldn’t be a big deal to 

consume a little. 

Chen Xiaobei, on the other hand, had used up 120000 years of his lifespan in the battle of the dragon 

tomb. He only had 90000 years left, which was only enough for one more use of [ reach the peak ]. 

After this, he had to think of a way to obtain more lifespan! 

Chen Xiaobei had confirmed that the old sect leader’s book had more than six million words. If he 

exchanged it for a ginseng fruit and a level 5 heavenly Dao life Halo, he would be able to increase his 

lifespan. 

Apart from that, only when one’s cultivation base broke through to the major and minor realms could 

one’s lifespan be greatly increased. 

As for pills and the like, although they could also increase one’s lifespan, they had a huge side effect. 

For now, the pill that increased one’s lifespan with the least side effects was still the limitless blood 

longevity pill from the limitless demon nation. 

However, in order to refine this pill, one had to find a core material, the blood of the boundless magical 

beast. 

Chen Xiaobei had been looking into the blood of this beast, but he had not found any clues. 

I don’t care anymore … I’ll cultivate properly first. After my cultivation reaches the peak of the original 

level, I’ll think of other ways to increase my lifespan! 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and entered a state of cultivation. 

Unless one could obtain a large number of 9000-year human life fruits, the fastest and safest way to 

increase one’s lifespan was to break through to the next realm. 

“Whoosh …” 

The reborn ghost king activated the sunlight cache, and Chen Xiaobei took out a huge amount of 

spiritual stones and started to cultivate. 
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Chapter 3050: after a long separation, they will come back together 

The cultivation this time lasted 2084 minutes! 

Under the sunlight cache, he had spent almost 2084 days, which was a full 50000 hours! 
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Since he was already in the nascent Soul Stage, he had to consume 30000 upper spiritual stones every 

hour! 

Just this wave alone had consumed 1.5 billion upper spiritual stones! 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation base: mid-nascent Soul Stage. Lifespan: Year 174250, physical body: 150 

million, combat power: 200 million, primordial spirit attack-sacred level! 

Although Chen Xiaobei had successfully broken through to the mid-stage of nascent soul, he was still in 

the middle stage. 

However, it was clearly different from his usual cultivation. 

Chen Xiaobei’s physical body was still at the early nascent soul level of 150 million. 

That was because by relying on spiritual Qi to cultivate, he could only increase his combat strength or 

physical strength by 100 points per hour. 

In 50,000 hours, he had gained an increase of 5 million combat power. With the addition of the level-

nine heavenly Dao cultivation Halo, he had gained an increase of 50 million combat power. 

200 million combat power was equivalent to the cultivation of the intermediate stage of the original 

level. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s physical body had not improved at all. Even if he had 200 million combat 

power, he could not use it at full power. Otherwise, his physical body would be seriously injured. 

Of course, this was not a big problem for Chen Xiaobei. 

As long as Chen Xiaobei found the time to use the sky-killing tyrant body technique to increase his 

health, he would be able to solve the problem perfectly. 

“I’ve successfully broken through to the next minor realm. The level six life Halo has increased my 

lifespan by 80000 years! The level nine cultivation Halo has increased my combat power by 50 million!” 

wait! Chen Xiaobei thought to himself. later on, as long as I find a suitable demonic beast, my health will 

be greatly improved. The only problem is that the higher my health level is, the longer I will need to 

cultivate the sky-killing tyrant body technique! 

even if I use the sunlight cache, it’ll take at least a month for me to reach the five-star soul 

transformation stage … I have to go to the North Sea right now. I don’t have time to train my body! 

“When I come back from the North Sea, upgrading the sunlight cache will be my first priority! I’m not 

the only one who needs it. The divine blood Bodhi tree needs it too, and the green Lotus seed of chaos 

needs it even more!” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, ” “Master said that when the green Lotus seed of chaos in my hand 

blooms, it will be the start of the immeasurable calamity … I really hope that day comes earlier …” 

Even though Chen Xiaobei was still weak, his mental state was extremely strong. 



Chen Xiaobei was not afraid of the immeasurable catastrophe at all. On the contrary, Chen Xiaobei was 

looking forward to it. 

Chaotic times produce heroes! 

As long as he could stand tall in the face of danger and survive the tribulations, he would truly become 

the most powerful existence in the Three Realms! He stood proudly at the highest peak, looking down 

on the gods and the common people. 

…… 

He left the verdant Emperor’s divine gourd. 

The 2,000 minutes of cultivation was almost a day and a half. 

Chen Xiaobei had to leave for the North Sea immediately or he would miss the appearance of the 

beauty. 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had already guessed that this was Shen gongpao’s plan. 

But Chen Xiaobei still wanted to go. 

He was only afraid that the Jade Rabbit beauty was really the fairy Chang ‘e. 

If Chen Xiaobei did not go, Chang ‘e fairy would be of no use to him and God knows what Shen gongpao 

would do to her. 

Only Chen Xiaobei’s appearance would prove that Chang ‘e fairy was of great value, and Shen gongpao 

would not dare to hurt her. 

Of course, the best outcome was that the Jade Rabbit beauty was not fairy Chang ‘e at all! 

The real Chang ‘e fairy would still remain in the heavenly realm as a celestial immortal. This way, not 

only would she not be in danger, but she would also avoid the trouble of re-cultivating. 

But no matter what the result was, Chen Xiaobei would still go to the North Sea! 

Even though Shen gongpao had already planned this out, Chen Xiaobei would not be without a plan. 

On the surface, Chen Xiaobei was acting alone. 

In the dark, East Emperor Taiyi and the North Pole giant flood Dragon were protecting him. 

The destruction of heaven and earth banner, the nine heavenly lock net, and the earth escape immortal 

banner were each charged with 30 billion upper-grade spirit stones, which could activate their power 

once. 

The demonic Dragon’s edge had been charged with 90 billion upper spiritual stones, and it could be 

activated three times. 

In total, he had spent 180 billion upper spiritual stones. 

Chen Xiaobei only had 25.5 billion upper spiritual stones left in his vault, and he could still use them on 

other things. 



Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei was fully prepared. He was going all out! 

Chen Xiaobei could even fight against a real God! 

Other than these preparations, Chen Xiaobei still had a trump card! 

It was the six-eared macaque, who had transformed into mo lihai and had been lurking around Shen 

Gongbao! 

It was not an exaggeration to say that even though Shen gongpao had his own perfect plan, Chen 

Xiaobei was still at his peak! 

A perfect match against a peak! 

This battle was bound to be extremely exciting! 

…… 

In the middle of the North Sea. 

On the vast and boundless ocean, there was an isolated island that was as tall as a mountain. 

The island was filled with yin energy all year round, but the spiritual energy was quite thin. Because of 

this, almost no one would set foot here on normal days. 

But today was different. Shen Gongbao had already spread the news of the Jade Rabbit beauty early in 

the morning. 

Just the name of this beauty was enough to attract a large number of wolves. 

Especially those young masters who considered themselves to be distinguished and famous, they would 

not miss such an occasion. 

Of course, other than the people who came to watch the show, there were also many high-level 

powerhouses of the big forces hidden in the crowd. 

Because when Shen Gongbao spread the news, he not only mentioned the beauty but also the 

appearance of the demonic remains! 

Sky demons were existences at the level of heaven Immortals! 

There must be something extraordinary in the ruins! These things were enough to move the hearts of 

the peak forces! 

In order to avoid trouble, Chen Xiaobei wore a human-skinned mask! 

In just a short while, Chen Xiaobei had already seen a few old acquaintances! 

The young master of Tianji city, Xu gengnian! The young master of the hollow Jade temple, Zhao Wanji! 

The heir of the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda, Canaan Yu! 

After the battle with the Xuanyuan family, the three families had already joined forces. Even if they were 

here to watch the show, they would still advance and retreat together! 



Of course, Mr. Fu of Tianji city, the Xu family’s head, Xu Fu, had once been like a big brother who led the 

Alliance between the six major forces-Tianji city, Jade virtual Palace, ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda, 

heavenly Yin Hall, gods ‘Palace, and blood Moon sect-a billion years ago! 

Even though these forces had been doing their own thing for millions of years, Chen Xiaobei’s rise to 

power had made them feel a huge threat! 

The general trend of the world would separate and merge after a long time! 

After the secret meeting at heaven’s gate, The Six Forces had formed an alliance again. They would work 

together to deal with Chen Xiaobei until the threat was completely eliminated! 

As expected. 

As night fell, more and more experts arrived! 

The master of the heavenly Yin Hall, the great ancestor of the nine Yin, Zhu tianzong, had arrived in 

person! 

The core Master God of the temple of the gods, Poseidon, the sea god, followed closely behind! 

Qin Yitian, the only direct disciple of the Blood Moon Swordmaster, was also beside them! 


